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Overview: Visual Organizer

Comparison of Sec. 504/ADA with IDEA
IDEA Sec. 504 ADA

Administering 
Agency

OSEP OCR (+ DOJ) SAME as Sec. 504

Eligibility 2 essentials: 
recognized class’n
+ need for sp. ed

3 essentials:* 
impairment + MLA + 
substantial

SAME as Sec. 504

Entitlement FAPE via IEP: sp. 
ed + rel. services

FAPE via 504 plan: 
gen. ed. or sp. ed + rel. 
services

SAME as Sec. 504

Dispute  
Resolution

impartial hearing 
or SEA complaint

impartial hearing or 
OCR complaint

SAME as Sec. 504

Federal (and 
state) funding

notable none (but tied to other 
federal fin. ass’tance)

SAME as Sec. 504
(but sec. >15Es)
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Three Categories of Students
1.  “Double-covered” (est. 13.2%)

= students with IEPs (including “deemed to know”)

2. “504-only” (est. 2.3%)
= students with 504 plans (i.e., covered by Sec. 

504, including “technically eligible,” but not by 
the IDEA)

3. “252” (est. 85%)
= students not covered by IDEA or Sec. 504/ADA

but who may need GEI, such as RTI

504-Only Students

= K-12 students who are eligible under Section 504 but 
not the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 
(IDEA)

- Under IDEA, eligible students receive IEPs,
while those eligible under Section 504 receive
a 504 plan
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1. Physical or mental impairment

2. Major life activity
- and, connecting the first two criteria -

3. Substantial(ly)
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Criteria for Section 504 Eligibility
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Expanded Eligibility Interpretive Standards But 
Same Criteria

The ADAAA of 2008 and its subsequent regulations in 
2016 expanded the interpretative standards for the 
“major life activity” and “substantial(ly)” criteria but left 
unchanged the judicially accepted standard for 
“substantial(ly).

- The frame of reference for students are those in the 
general population (i.e., nondisabled students of the 
same age in the state or nation
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Rates of 504-Only Students

Gradual expansion since pre-January 1, 2009, which 
was the effective date of the ADAAA legislation.

With wide variation among:
! states
! districts
! schools
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Significant Difference Between 
504-Only Eligibility and FAPE

● For eligibility, the determination of 
“substantially” is without mitigating measures.

● For FAPE, the determination of reasonable or 
commensurate accommodations is with mitigating 
measures.

● Example: parental request for SAT or ACT extra time 
for a child with a diagnosis of ADD and who is taking 
medication regularly.
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Problems with Under-Identification

● Exposure to Sec. 504 child find, eligibility, and FAPE 
violations 
<- misuse of educational impact criterion 
<- over reliance on individual health plans
-> vulnerability for OCR complaints, § 504 hearings, 

and potential judicial liability
● Not just legal civil rights violations, but also ethical 

issues of social justice and educational equity/efficacy, 
for students with disabilities.
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Recommendations for Avoiding or Mitigating 
Under-Identification

● Regularly review 504-only rates for the district, for 
each school, and for each grade.

● Be attuned to factors that may contribute to low rates, 
such as poverty, gender, and race/ethnicity.

● Do not depend or condition evaluations on parental 
requests.

● Make clear to district personnel that child find applies 
to § 504 similar to but more broadly than to the IDEA.
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Recommendations for Avoiding or Mitigating 
Under-Identification (cont.)

● Provide regular district-wide training and 
institutionalized policies/procedures for applying child 
find in relation to the three essential criteria, with 
special attention to impairments and major life 
activities beyond educational impact.

● If you have reason to suspect that a student may meet 
the three criteria for eligibility, do not condition an 
evaluation on parental submission of a medical 
diagnosis.
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Problems with Over-Identification
(False Positives)

! § 504 and the ADA are “unfunded mandates” - no extra 
federal or state money
<- consolation prize upon rejecting or exiting from 

IDEA
<- misconceptions of SAT/ACT accommodations and 

“252” alternatives
-> transaction costs of over-legalization
-> escalating expectations for not only these parents, 

but their competitive peers 
Copyright © 2019 Perry A. Zirkel
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Problems with Over-Identification (cont.)

! Ethical and practical issues
- e.g., implementation issues for not only parent 

complaints but also staff morale
- e.g., widening rather than closing the civil rights gap
- e.g., diluting the rights of students who are not false 

positives or false negatives 
- e.g., discipline protections (no IAES safe harbor) 
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Recommendations to Avoid or Mitigate Over-
Identification

! Review 504 rates each year to detect the extent and locus 
of likely over-identification.

! Target special monitoring and support for proactive 
corrective action. 

! Foster a school (and community) culture of legal firmness 
and educational expansiveness.
- learn to say “no” as a matter of law
- accompany it with not only procedural safeguards but 

also partnering best “yes”
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General Recommendations for Fostering 
Proper Identification

● Have an effective 504 coordinator at the building, not 
only the district, level.

! Select and train knowledgeable and effective eligibility 
determination teams.

! Provide accountability and support for the coordinator 
and team members.

! Have legally defensible and practically comprehensible 
eligibility and procedural safeguards forms, with regular 
updating and training.
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General Recommendations for Fostering 
Proper Identification (cont.)

! Foster articulation between the elementary and secondary 
levels and among the schools within each level for 
consistency of the eligibility criteria and their application.

! Similarly, develop effective communication and coordination 
between § 504 and IDEA teams.

! Develop a duality of legal firmness with educational 
flexibility.

! Foster appropriate school/parent communication for 
transparency and trust.

! Implement a general education program that builds trust 
and partnership with parents.
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Making A Connection To The News

Making A Connection To The News
“Until fairly recently, students who 
were intellectually gifted but had 
learning disabilitiessuch as ADHD or 
dyslexia were denied access to highly 
selective schools because standardized 
testing presented a barrier. Now that 
accommodations are available for these 
“twice exceptional” test-takers—such 
as the ability use computers rather 
than paper tests, to have questions 
read aloud, and to have extra time to 
complete tests—schools can accurately 
assess a wider range of students’ 
academic abilities and increase the 
applicant pool. But these 
accommodations also create 
opportunities for the unscrupulous to 
take advantage of the system, and this 
is how the recent cheating was 
accomplished.”

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/intelligence
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/conditions/learning-disability
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/adhd
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/conditions/dyslexia

